
ART. XII — Excavation on the Medieval Church of St Thomas, Farlam
By IAN CARUANA

T HE modern parish church of St Thomas, Farlam (NY 568598) was built in 1859-60
by Anthony Salvin on a new site on a hilltop above the medieval graveyard. In

August 1990 John Robinson surveyed this graveyard' and subsequently made a search
through the documentary records to trace the structural history of the church. This
produced very few references to the pre-186o church, though in the light of the poverty
of the parish — the curacy in the eighteenth century was worth under £5 2 — perhaps not
surprising.

The first mention of the church at Farlam occurs in the foundation document of
Lanercost Priory (dated A.D. 1164-1174 but linked to the Priory foundation in A.D.
1169) to whom the church was given by Walter of Windsor.' The church must have been
in existence before this date but the dedication cannot have arisen until after A.D. 1173
when Becket was canonized. A sketch (Fig. I) in the Lanercost Cartulary, probably of
late fourteenth century date, 4 shows a simple two-celled church with three nave
windows, two chancel windows and a south door. The only other illustrations of the
pre-186o church, nineteenth century watercolours now kept in the modern church, one
of which is reproduced as Plate 1, show a simple box-like structure with eighteenth

FIG. i Sketch of Farlam Church in the Lanercost Cartulary
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PLATE I Painting of Farlam Church before Rebuilding in 1859, viewed from south-west

century windows and a west door. The details of the graveyard arrangement appear in
general to be accurate where they can be checked and this suggests that the paintings are
probably reasonably accurate. No faculties exist either for total rebuilding earlier than
186o or for more minor modifications such as the replacement of the windows, which
could have produced the form shown in the watercolours.

On the other hand there is no guarantee of the accuracy of the Cartulary sketch. In
order to determine the form of the pre-186o church and in the hope of resolving some of
the architectural and dating problems, the Parochial Church Council, at the request of
John Robinson, obtained a faculty for excavation within the churchyard and invited the
author to conduct the investigations. The results are presented here. A secondary aim, to
uncover evidence of medieval grave slabs, was not realized.

Position of the Church

The 1st edition Ordnance Survey of Cumberland (25 inch series, XVIII.1o) shows the
position of the demolished church with a rectangle of dashed lines approximately 62 x
25 ft reached by a gate and path from the road opposite Kirkhouse. The gate to the
churchyard remains in the same position. The southern wall of the church can also be
roughly determined by the position of eighteenth and early nineteenth century
gravestones south of the church (though in the event this proved to be slightly
misleading as to the exact position). The interior of the church is now covered with
headstones erected immediately after its demolition.
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FIG. 2 Plan of Farlam Church (Scale 1:200)

The Excavated Church (Fig. 2)

The excavations confirm that by 1859 the church was a single-celled structure with an
overall length of 17.40 m (57 ft). The internal width of the church was established as
6.Io m (20 ft) probably giving an overall width of about 7.7o m (25 ft 3 ins).

The walls were totally removed during the demolition of 1859-60 and only cobble
foundations survive. Best evidence of these was produced for the north wall (Plate 2)
which was Boo mm wide. The east wall foundation was 1.10 m wide. Not only was all the
wall stone removed, but also any stone flagging that may have existed in the interior.
Some stone rubble from the church has been used to create a broad path, still visible as a
raised area in the turf, from what had been the west end of the church to the churchyard
gate. The path was made entirely of smallish broken stone and it is not known whether it
was laid for the convenience of users of the churchyard after 1860 or to facilitate removal
of the good building stone from the church. The new church was built with freshly
quarried stone and none of the old stone has yet been traced.

All the foundations exposed appeared to be of similar character and there was nothing
in their composition to suppose them to be of more than one period. Nothing within the
excavated rectangle, except perhaps the enigmatic fragment of foundation C2 (Fig. 4),
suggested the remains of any earlier walls or foundations such as might have survived if
an eighteenth century structure had replaced a medieval building. Nor was there
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PLATE 2 Foundations of north wall, from the west (Scale 5o cm)

anything to suggest that a narrower chancel had been extended laterally to conform to
the width of the nave. Traces of such alterations should have appeared in Trench C.

Nonetheless, doubts about the plan based on the rarity of the single-cell form in
medieval church architecture were reinforced by comparison with other small parish
churches in the vicinity. One church plan similar to Farlam is St Oswald at Heavenfield,
across the county border in Northumberland, whose overall dimensions are about
19.5 m by 7.1 m. Moreover, the nave and sanctuary are of the same width, without the
usual narrowing of the sanctuary seen in most churches.'
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No single-cell plans have been identified in the small churches of north Cumbria
amongst which Farlam should be counted. Despite its apparently small size Farlam's
nave in the eighteenth century was relatively large by north Cumbrian standards. Similar
width dimensions as Farlam are recorded for Scaleby (7.6 m), Boitons (7.5 m) and
Bromfield (7.6 m). Newton Arlosh nave is only 3.9 m wide and Upper Denton 4.8 m.
Length comparisons are less meaningful for a variety of reasons but at Bromfield the
nave is 12 m in length and a further II m must be added to account for the sanctuary
giving a total of 23 m, though this may well represent more than one phase of building.
At Boltons the figures are 15.6 m and 13.8 m. Scaleby nave, on the other hand, is at
18.5 m most closely comparable to Farlam. With dimensions of 7.9 m by 17.1 m (based
on the Episcopal Registers, since the church is demolished) the nave of Nicholforest is
also very similar to Farlam as a whole. All these comparisons reinforce the notion that
the simple unicellular building shown in Plate I could not have been the medieval plan.
A narrower chancel was the norm on all the contemporary small churches of the region.

It was, therefore, gratifying to discover traces of a square chancel probably about
4.50 m in overall width and extending 2.50 m beyond the east wall of the pre-1859
church. Gravestones, such as R2I and R22 (Fig. 5), 6 visible in the early nineteenth
century paintings and not, therefore, displaced show that the chancel had gone out of use
by the 183os, at the latest.

Several clues suggest that the east wall in 1859 was not created simply by building up
the chancel arch when the chancel was removed. First is the very small length of
excavated chancel. Secondly, there are also slight pointers within the excavated remains
to the east wall being an insertion. One is the length of foundation C2, already
mentioned, which could have been part of the south wall of the chancel. The other is the
gap at the west end of the foundations in Trench F (Fig. 4) which occurred at a point
where the east wall could have been expected. A plausible explanation is that it was
caused by the insertion of the east wall foundation cutting through the earlier
foundation.

At this point it has become apparent that, despite initial impressions, there is some
complexity to the structural history of the building and a number of options exist for the
plan of the medieval church. Among the questions that remain to answer are the
following. Where did the chancel join the nave? Was the eighteenth century church
rebuilt only at the east end or was the whole structure new? Should it have been possible
to identify two phases of foundation in the north wall? The excavation technique of
sinking small trenches to locate individual walls no longer seems appropriate to the
problems. The areas of wall, surviving modern graves, is limited and small holes are
further destroying evidence. It is now clear that further excavation should only be
conducted by opening up substantial areas, preferably the whole church at once, and
establishing the stratigraphic sequence in relation to the church as a unit.

The only other discoveries apart from wall foundations were other features also
composed of cobbles and probably also foundations (Fig. 2). One outside the west end
(D2) was probably the remains of a buttress, though a porch is also just possible.
However, if the suggestion is correct, that the medieval entrance was on the south side
opposite the cross-base, this is unlikely. The paintings of the pre-1860 church (Plate I)
show a doorway of eighteenth century style, without a porch, at the west end. The most
westerly of the windows on the south side is placed to interfere with any medieval west
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door at the suggested position and it is arguable that the change in door position and the
modernization of the windows occurred at the same time in the eighteenth century. The
second feature (A 1) shown as hatched stones in Fig. 4 may have been the remnant of the
south porch but the evidence is not conclusive. The stones of AI were at a much higher
level than the wall foundation and must be secondary to the wall but it was impossible
within the limits of the trench to establish with certainty that Ai was a foundation and
not simply a pile of rubble.

Finds

Apart from post-medieval ceramics and iron and stray human bones, there were very
few loose finds. The only medieval pottery consisted of a handle and a base fragment
from 13th or 14th century jugs. From the pre-186o structure there was one small
fragment of medieval window glass, a lump of lead cames, part of thick yellow sandstone
roofing tiles and a number of split sheep metatarsals for fixing the tiles. The surface was
visible on some of the displaced wall plaster, showing it to be plain and white except for a
light wash of red in parts. All this structural material was concentrated at the east end.
Not one piece of masonry showed any evidence of medieval carving.

Description of the Excavations

Eight trenches (Fig. 3) were laid out to establish the positions of the external walls.
Visible graves prevented trenches being positioned at optimum points, and allowance
had to be made for expansion, if trenches proved to be negative. Work over the weekend
of the Spring Bank Holiday (25-27 May) of 1991 started on tracing the south wall
(Trenches A and B) where surface indications, north of the eighteenth century
headstones, appeared to indicate rubble from a wall or the hollow of a robbing trench,
and on the west wall (Trench D).

Trench C was laid out to locate the east wall (which it eventually did) and then
expanded southwards to try and pick up further evidence for the south wall. Trench E
satisfactorily located the north wall without problem. Three further trenches (F—H) were
dug on 27 October to test the hypothesis that an early chancel might have been
demolished prior to 18 59.

Trench A (Fig. 4)

Rubble (Ai), shown hatched on Fig. 4, in the middle of the trench appeared
immediately below shallow turf with two prone headstones above. A linear cut on the
north side of the trench, and just north of the line of eighteenth century tombstones,
proved to be a grave (A3). Its excavation revealed a section through the interior of the
church. The southern edge, however, revealed typical foundation boulders (A2) at a
depth of 65o mm below the modern surface and well below the surface rubble (Ai). An
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Trench B (Fig. 4)

This trench revealed a cut line just south of the centre of the trench. The northern part
of the trench, below the top soil, proved to be entirely a mix of orange sand, coal and
modern iron. The cut turned out to be a grave, possibly for one of the family of John Bell
commemorated on stone M14, or, given the dates on the stone, possibly an unmarked
grave.

The orange sand matrix seems to be characteristic of the surviving interior levels of the
nave. The nave wall foundations had been entirely removed by the grave, though it is
just conceivable, given the stepped profile of the grave cut, that the northern edge of the
grave was formed by the falling away of wall robbing or foundation material into the
grave cut.

Trench C (Fig. 4)

The east-west length of the trench was filled with mortar and plaster debris to a depth
of 600 mm below the top soil. At the very eastern end of the trench a foundation of large
boulders (CI) I.1 o m wide was found at a depth of 750-800 mm. Coming away from the
western edge of the foundation, and at the same depth, was a further line of large cobbles
(C2), apparently running east—west, of which only the south edge was exposed.

In the southerly extension of the trench, immediately behind the headstone of
Margaret Lawson (P12), was a band of loose stone rubble, including red sandstone (C3).
This was cleaned to a depth of at least 400 mm and was continuing downwards. The
stone rubble (C3) was directly on line with the south wall foundation established in
Trench A and was possibly a robber trench fill. In contrast to the stone within the grave
D3 (below), the rubble in C3 was all thrown down haphazardly with no attempt at
layering.

Trench D (Fig. 4)

Initial work in this trench proved very promising with various levels of mortar and
rubble (D6, D7) exposed by the removal of the turf and top soil. However, deepening
excavation in the centre and west of the trench failed to reveal any signs of wall, robbing
or foundation. A large granite boulder proved to be completely isolated. The east end of
the trench, after extension and removal of part of the grave fill (D3) which initially
appeared to be wall robbing, revealed characteristic foundation cobbles (D I) at a depth
of Boo mm below the surface. The western edge of the foundation was satisfactorily
established and the presence of foundation cobbles was noted on the south edge of the
grave. One feature of grave D3 which at first misled us into believing that it was robbing
of the west wall was the presence of a substantial quantity of stone rubble in the upper
fill. Particularly at the east end of the trench, where the fill was not removed, the stone
was laid flat as though in a surface. This must have been an attempt by the grave-digger
of this post-I 86o grave to dispose of unwanted rubble, disturbed by his digging, in a tidy
and respectful manner.
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An attempt to trace the foundation by an extension to the south was hindered by the
exposure of two graves, not marked by headstones, which must have destroyed the
foundation except perhaps below the narrow strips (D4 & D5) surviving between graves.
This part of the trench was only excavated to a depth of 300-350 mm and no attempt was
made to remove features below the top soil.

Finally, in tracing the extent of the foundation cobbles, an extension to the west (D2)
was found which can probably be interpreted as the foundation for a buttress, but may
have been related to a west door.

Returning to the first layers exposed (D6, D7), it is probable that they are the products
of the demolition process. The mortar/plaster debris (D7) in particular were seen to rise
up to the surface as though spreading away from the robbed south wall. The enormous
quantity of plaster debris produced by refurbishment of Hayton church was noted by the
author in 1990 in a situation where only plaster and no stonework was removed. Similar
spreads were also encountered in excavations by the Carlisle Archaeological Unit below
the demolished nave of Carlisle Cathedral.

The layer of stone rubble (D6) was laid over the top of the mortar and plaster. Surface
indications within the churchyard suggest that this stone forms a broad path from the
west end of the demolished church to the gate of the churchyard. The stratigraphy
within Trench D makes it virtually certain that this path dates from 186o or later and
that it is probably composed of small stone rubble from the church. However, it should
also be noted that the trench beneath D6 and D7 did not reach the natural subsoil and
also that it was undisturbed by graves. There is, therefore, a case for believing that this
had always been the site of a pathway to the west door of the church.

Trench E (Fig. 4)

This trench produced the most unequivocal evidence for the church foundation. A
length of tightly packed large cobbles was exposed for a length of 3.4 m (Plate 2). It was
Boo mm wide and appeared at a depth of 300-450 mm from the surface. The east section,
drawn on the figure, revealed a shallow robbing cut filled with mortar and small stone.

A small group of similar cobbles (E2), found at a slightly higher level than E1, may
also have been a foundation since the surrounding sand contained no cobble or stone.
The small group of stone slabs (E3) had mortar adhering to them and were more
probably debris than deliberately placed.

Trench F (Fig. 5)

A cutting 1.45 m by 600 mm was laid out in the angle between tombstones R22 and
R23 at the most likely point for the north-east angle of any nave—chancel junction.
Foundation material was hit immediately and large cobbles were uncovered over almost
the whole length of the trench and extending for a width of at least 75o mm. A gap on the
north edge of the trench may have been a disturbance. That at the west should have been
on the line of the north—south wall and may be evidence that the east wall which survived
to 1859 was itself an insertion.
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FIG. 5 Trenches F and H (Scale 1:4o)

Trench G (Not illustrated)

A small hole 600 mm square was dug on the line of the wall found in Trench F
(assuming it to have been straight) about 5 m from the east wall of the church. The
trench was undisturbed by graves but no foundation cobbles were found down to a depth
of 35o mm.

Trench H (Fig. 5)

In order to allow for the possibility that the wall in Trench F was curved, Trench H
was set initially at the first undisturbed point south of grave Q2I on an arc projected
from the wall in Trench F. The cutting was 30o mm wide and taken to a depth of 500
mm. Despite occasional cobbles in the sandy soil, no foundation material was discovered
until the trench was extended westwards. A total length of 2.4o m was dug and, at the
west end, on top of the foundation an area 55o mm square was exposed. The foundation
was uncovered at a depth of 300 -400 mm.
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